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1. Introduction. We consider quasilinear hyperbolic systems of differential-
functional equations in the Schauder canonical form 
( 1) i л,,(х, у, zix, у)) Ï^-^Â^ + f e,.̂ (̂ , y, /x , y), (vz) (x, y)) : 
j = i [_ ox k=i ^Ук J 
= //(x, y, z[x, y), (Vz) (x, y)) , 
(x, У)Е D^ = I^ X R"", i = 1, ..., n, with initial data 
(2) z(x, y) = y{x, y) for {x, y) e D? = /? X Я - , 
where / , = [0, tl f, = [-L 0], f ^ 0, J = (y,, ..., y j e K'", m ^ 1, z(x, y) = 
(z,(x,j;), . . . ,z„(x,y)), {Vz){x,y) = {{V,z){x,y),...,{Viz){x,y)), y{z, y) = 
= (7i(-^%y),---Л,/^. 3̂ ))-
In this paper we shall consider the existence and uniqueness for local generahzed 
solutions of problem (l), (2) in the sense "almost everywhere" (that is, the solution 
possesses partial derivatives a.e. and satisfies system (1) a.е.). 
Generahzed solutions of quasihnear equations were first investigated by Hopf 
[11]. In papers [5], [6], [10], [11], [14] and [16] by a solution of quasihnear 
equations a function satisfying a certain integral identity is understood. This kind 
of definition made it possible to get a global solution of initial problems by dif­
ference or small parameter methods. 
Generalized solutions of nonlinear partial differential equations of the first order 
in the class of Lipschitz continuous functions were considered by Kruzkov [15]. 
If the functions QH, and/^ in (1) do not depend on the last variable then system (1) 
reduces to a quasihnear hyperbolic system in the "second canonical" form which has 
been studied in a large number of papers by various authors. We refer here in particular 
to the papers by L. Cesari [7], [8], P. Bassanini [ I ] —[3] and M. Cinquini-Cibrario 
[9]. Quasihnear hyperbohc systems in the "first canonical" form (see book [17] 
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with rich bibliography) are particular cases of system (1). A system of differential 
equations with a retarded argument (cf. [13]) and a few kinds of integrodifferential 
systems (cf. for instance P. Bassanini, M. C. Salvatori [4]) can be obtained from 
system (1) by speciahzing the operator V (see Section 6). 
Nonhnear hyperbolic differential-functional equations in the C^ class were con­
sidered by Z. Kamont [12]. 
The method used in this paper is based on the Banach fixed point theorem and it 
is close to that used in [7] (see also [1]). 
2. Preliminaries and assumptions. We denote by ||з;||,„ = max \y,^\ the norm of у 
in i?'" and by ||z||„ = max |2,| the norm of z in R". If В = [ b j j , / = 1, ..., n, j = 
= 1, ..., m, is an n X m matrix then Bi = (b,i, ..., b^^). Let Q denote the interval 
[ — 0, ß ] " cz R", О > 0, and let ÜQ be a given positive constant. 
Let J denote the class of all continuous functions y: D^ ^ R" for which there are 
constants CO, Л, 0 ^ CO < O, Л ^ 0, such that for all (x, y), (x, y) e D^ we have 
\\y{x, y)\\n й О) , ||7(x, у) - 7(x, y)\l й Л\\у - y\\^ . 
For every у e J let us consider the set K^ of all continuous bounded functions 
z: D^ = {I^ u /д) X К"" -> К" satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) z(x, y) = y(x, y) for (x, y) G D^; 
(ii) there are a constant Q > 0 and a function ц:!^^ -> R+ = [0, oo), jn E L I [ 0 , ÛQ], 
such that for all (x, y), (x, y), (x, y) e D^ we have 
\\z{x,y)luQ, 
| | z ( x , j ; ) - z ( x , y ) | | „ ^ Q\\y- yl^ 
\\<x, y) - z{x, y)l й I li{t) dt 
where the constant Q and the function fi will be defined by (4), (5). 
Note that Ky is a closed (convex) subset of the Banach space (C(D^) n L^(ßJ)" 
with the norm ||z||^ = sup |Щх, y)\\„. 
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We denote by К the set of all functions z: D^ -^ R" satisfying the following con­
ditions: 
(i) z( ' , y): [^^ -^ R" is measurable for every у e R""; 
(ii) z(x, •): R"^ -> R" is continuous for a.e. x е/д^; 
(iii) ||<х,з;)||„ й О, {x,y)eD^. 
Assumption Н^. Suppose that 
2° there are constants qj, ej > 0, j = 1, ..., /, such that for all zeKy and a.e. 
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in lao we have 
where 
Vj){x,-)}u<ljlz{x,-)J+ej, j = l , . . . , / , 
[z (x , . ) l= sup M ^ - _ _ - 3 - ^ m , , ,eU; 
y.yeR-^ \\y - y\^ 
3° there are constants M^ > 0, such that for all z, z E Ky, y E R"" and a.e. x e/^^, 
we have 
(3) \\{Vjz) (x, j ) - (l/.z) (x, y)l ^ Mj\\z - z l , 7 = 1 , . . . , / , 
where ||z||^ = sup ||z(x, y)\\„, D^ = (/,̂  u /^) x R"". 
Remark . It follows from (3) that Vj satisfies the following Volterra condition: 
if z,z E K^ and z{t, y) = z(r, y) for ^ e [ - i , x] , y E R"", then (Vjz) (x, y) = 
= {Vjz){x,y), j = 1, ..., /. 
Assumption H2. Suppose that 
Г the matrix function Q{', y, z, U) = [^4», 3;, z, (7)]: I^^ -> i^"^ / = 1, ..., n, 
/c = 1, ..., m, is measurable for every (y, z,U) E R"" x Q x Q\ where U = 
= ( w i , . . . , M / ) ; 
2° ^(x, •): jR'" X ß X ß^ -^ Я"^ is continuous for a.e. XEI^^; 
3° there are functions b^hl^^-^R^, b, IE Ь | [ 0 , ÖQ], such that for all {y, z, U), 
[y, Z,Ü)E R"^ X Q X Q\ г = 1, ..., n and a.e. in 7^̂ , we have 
| |a,(x,b^,^)IU^b(x), 
II^^(x, 3;, z, (7) - ^^(x, y, z, Î7)||^ ^ 
/ = 1, . . . , П, Ï7 = ( i / i , . . . , i/f). 
3. Bicharacteristics. Let KQ be the set of all systems /i = [/i^J, i = 1, . . . , « , 
к = 1, ..., m, of continuous functions /i^^: J^ = /^ x /^ x Я"" -^ i?, for which 
there is p, 0 < p < 1, such that 
/г(х, X, j;) = 0 , (x, j ) e /)« , 
| | / i /^ ,x ,y ) - / z , ( | , x , j ; ) | | , é Ь(?) dt 
||Ц^,х,з;)-Ц^,х,з;)|и^р|и-3^||^ 
for all ((̂ , X, y\ (I, X, 3;), (^, X, y) E A^, i = 1, ..., n. 
The function h is uniformly bounded in A^, since 
||/i,(^, X, y)\\^ = \\h,{^, X, y) - /i/x, X, j;)||,, ^ ^« = г 4 ^ ) d^ ' i = 1, ..., n . 
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We denote by KQ the set of all systems g = [g.j^^ i = 1, ..., n, /c = 1, ..., m,] 
defined by дц,{^, x, y) = /1^ (̂̂ , x, y) + y,^, i = 1, ..., n, к = 1, ..., m. 
Thus, for all ((̂ , X, y), (^, x, y) e J« we have 
||^,(^, X, j;) - дУ^, X, J;)||, ^ (1 + p) \\y - з;||,„, i=l,.,.,n. 
Note that KQ is a closed (convex) subset of the Banach space (C(JJ n L^(zl^))"'" 
with the norm \\h\\^ = max sup ||/j/(^, x, >')||^,. 
Further properties of h and ^ are reported in [7], [1]. 
Let us define constants 
^ = E(ô^/ + ^i)' M = j]Mj, L,= r/(x)dx, я = [ l-L,(l^-e + ^)]"^ 
i= i i= i Jo 
Lemma 1. / / Assumptions Hi and H2 «re satisfied and a, 0 < a ^ aQ, is suf­
ficiently small and such that 
ba(l + p) (1 + Ô + ^) ^ P ^f^d L„(l + Ô + ^) ^ /c < 1 , 
then for every fixed z еКу the transformation T^ = ( т / , . . . , T^): KQ -> KQ defined 
by 
{r,h) ((̂ , X, j ) = - Qlt, g-It, X, y), z(r, g/t, x, 3;)), (Fz) (̂ , g^^, x, y))) df 
J« 
((̂ , X, }̂ ) G ^д, i = 1, ..., л, has а unique fixed point h[z\ eKQ. Furthermore, for 
all z,z еКу we have 
\\g[z] - glz]l = ||/i[z] - h[z]l й AL„(1 + M) Цг - z||„. 
It means that z -> /i[z] (z ^ о ' И ) -̂̂  ^ continuous map of Ky into KQ (Ky -> KQ). 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 1 [13] (cf. also [7]); we omit 
the details. 
4. Further assumptions and lemmas. If D = [t/.y], /, j = 1, ..., л, is an л x n 
matrix then | |D|| = max \dij\. 
Assumption H3. Suppose that 
Г A = [Aij]:!^^ X R"^ X Q -^ R"\ ij = 1, ..., л, is continuous; 
2° det v4 ^ X > 0 in /«^ x R"^ x Q for some constant x; 
3° there are constants Я > 0, С ^ 0 and a function p:!^^-^ R^, pe Li[0, ao], 
such that for all (x, y, z), (x, y, z), (x, y, z) el^^ x R"" x Q we have 
lA{x,y,z)l йН, 
1|Л(х, ь z) - Л(х, j ; , z)|| ^ C[||}; - y\^ + jjz - z||„] , 
||Л(х, j ; , z) - A(x, y, z)|| й p{t)àt\ 
\j X I 
We denote by â y the cofactor of A^j in the matrix A = [Л^у] divided by det A, 
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or aij = {Ä~ ^)ji. Since det A ^ Ä > 0, relations 3° of Assumption H2 yield analogous 
relations for the matrix a = [^ij]- Thus, there are constants H\ С and a function 
p':Iao-^^ + ̂  p'eL^[0,ao}, such that for all {x,y,z), {x,y,z), {x,y,z)el^^ x 
X R"" X Q we have 
||a(x, y, 2)11 S H', 
\\QC{X, У, Z) - oc{x, y , z)\\ й C[\\y - y\\^ + \\z - z | | J , 
\\oc{x, y, z) - a% y, z)\ й p'{t) dt 
\J X 
Assumption H4. Suppose that 
V f{',y,z,U) = {f,(-,y,z,U),..,J,,{',y,z,U)):I„^-^R" is measurable for 
every (y, z,U)eR"' x Q x Q^; 
T / (x , •): jR'" X 0 X D̂  -> R" is continuous for a.e. x e/«^; 
3° there are functions n, liilao -^ ^ + » w? ̂ 1 ^ ^i[^- ^o]-> such that for all (y, z, U), 
(y, Z,Ü)E R"" X Q X Q^ and a.e. in I^^ we have 
\\f{x,y,z,U)lun{x), 
| | /(x, y, 2, U) - / (x , y, z, i/)||„ g /,(x) [\\y - ylU + l|z - z|l„ + E il«; - йу||„] , 
where V = (й^, ..., й^); 
4° the vector function 7: D^ -> Я" belongs to J. 
Now we consider the transformation F defined by 
{¥z\ (x v\ - 1̂ *̂ '̂ ^^ "̂  f̂^̂*̂ '̂ -̂ ^ "̂  ^^^•^' -̂ ^ "̂  ^^*^ '̂ ^^ a(x,y,z(x,y)), (х,з;)е D^, 
^ ^̂  '-̂ ^ IXx, y), (x, y) e / )^ 
where a = [a^^.], i, j = 1, ..., n, Ĵ - = {A^^, ..., J„^.), j = 1, 2, 3, and 
^si(^. y) fs{U Osit. ̂ , y), ^(^ öfs(̂  :̂ , y)), (^^) {t, 9s{t, x, y))) d^, 
^s2 (^ , >̂ ) = Z ^5k(0. 6fs(0, X, y ) , Z(0, é/s(0, X, y))) [7fc(0, 6fs(0, X, y ) ) -
- yfc(0, ^,(x, X, y))] , 
rx n 
Аз{^. у) = \ Y {^Ak{U Qsit, X, y), z{t, gjt, X, y)))/dO [Zf,{t, g,(t, x, y)) -
- Tfc(0, б̂ Х ,̂ X, у))] df, s = 1, ..., n , (x, y) 6 D^, 
and g = g\^z~\ is defined in Section 3 by the fixed points of TJ, z e K.,. 
Lemma 2. / / Assumptions H^ —H4 are satisfied then for sufficiently small a, 
0 < a ^ «0? ^^^ transformation F maps Ky into itself. 
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Proof. By using the estimates (cf. [7]) 
I \\dAXt, glU X, y), z{t, git, X, у))Щ\„ d( ^ P„ + mC{\ + nQ) B„ + nCO,., 
\\dz{t, g^t, X, y))ldt\\„ й ii{t) + mQ b(t), 
\\z{t, git, X, y)) - r(0, glx, x, y))\\„ ^ в, + QB„ , s = 1,..., n , 
where 
р{х)ах, 0^= /i(x)dx, Lj,, = /i(x)dx, 




\\4^, y)\\„ й. пнлв„, 
\\Alx, y)\l g n(P, + mC(l + nQ) B, + пСв,) {в, + QB,) = S„, (x, y)eD,. 
Hence 
\\{Fz) (x, y)\\„ ^ CO + nH'(N„ + пНЛВ„ + S„) й ОУ + (ü - со) = Q, 
provided a is assumed sufficiently small in order that 
nH'{N^ + пНЛВ„ + S^) й Q - CO . 
For any two points (x, y), (x, y) e D„ we can evaluate the difference (Fz) (x, y) — 
— {Fz) (x, y) term by term as follows: 
i |y(0, j ) -7(0,3;) | i„^^ | | j ; - j - | |„ , 
\\Alx, y) + A^ix, y) + Alx, УУ[ [a(x, y, z(x, y)) - a(x, y, z(x, f))\\„ g 
^ nC'(l + Q){N, + пЯЛВ„ + S„) ly - y||,„, 
\\Alx, y) - Alx, j;)] a(x, y, z{x, y))\\„ й пН'{1 + p)(l + Q + q) \\y - y\\^ , 
\\[A2{x, y) - A2{x, y)] a{x, y, z(x, y))\\„ й 
й п'Н'[НА{2 + p) + СЛ{1 + a) (1 + P) B„-] \\y - y\l, 
\\[Аз{х, у) - A Ix, у)] a(x, у, z(x, y))\\„ ̂  
й n'H'[C{l + 0)0 , + Cô(l + ß) (1 + p) В, + 
+ С(1 + Q){l + p){ea + mQB,) + 
+ (Р„ + mC(l + nQ) В„ + пСв^) (2(1 +р) + Л)] \\у - J;||,„, 
and finally 
\\iFz)ix,y)-{Fz){x,y)lu 
й [Л(1 + п'НН'(2 + р)) + ß,N„ + ß,P„ + Ĵ â -ia + Д А + jSsÖj Цу -- y\U, 
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where 
ß, = nC'(l + Q), 
ß, = n\C{ 1 + Q) (Ö„ + e s . ) + Я '(0(1 +p) + Л)-] , 
ßs = nH'{l + Q + q){\ + p), 
ß^ = n^[CAH{l + Q) + mCC'(l + Q}il +nQ){e,+ QB,) + 
+ Н'СЛ{1 + Q){1 + p) + {m + 1) H'CQ(l + Q){1 + p) + 
+ тН'С{\ + по) (0(1 + p) + A)] , 
ß, = п'[пСС'{1 + Q) (ö„ + QB^) + Я'С(1 + Q){2 + p) + пЯ'С(е(1 + p) + Л)]. 
Let us choose the constant Q so that 
(4) Q> A{1 + n^HH'{2 + p)). 
If we assume a sufficiently small so that 
ßiN^ + ß,P^ + ß,L,, + ß,B^ + i?5Ö„ S ö - /t(l + « 'ЯЯ'(2 + p)) , 
then we have for all (x, j;), (x, y) e D^ 
\\{Fz)ix,y)-{Fz){x,y)l^Q\\y-yl„. 
By using the estimate (cf. [5]) 
\\gj^^,x,y) - д^(^х,у)1„ й ^ }>'" d̂  
we can evaluate the diflference [Fz) (x, y) — [Fz) (x, y) term by term as follows: 
||[zli(x, y) + ZJ2(x, y) + A^{x, y)] [a(x, y, z{x, y)) - a(x, y, z(x, J;))]||„ ^ 
^ n(N, + пЯЛБ, + 5 , Ч^^а 'J^fKOdJ + C'|f%(OdA 
|[zli(x, j;) - zli(x, y)] a(x, j ; , z{x, y))\l g 
< пЯ' (1 + Q + q) L,J b(t) dt\ + 
IJ:̂  IJ 
\\[A2(x, y) - А2{х, у)] a(x, у, <x , з;))||„ ^ 
[ If' ЯЛЯ IJ; I X IJ b(^) dd + CAÀ{1 + ß) Б , 
||[/1з(х, у) ~ /1з(х, у)] а(х, у, z(x, у))||„ ^ 
^ п^н' [{в, + бБ,) I Г(ХО + ^^^(1 + «Ô) ь(0 + ^^ КО) dJ + 
+ 2С(1 + Ô) A(ö, + mQB,) I f Ь(г) dt\ + ßA(P, + mC(l + nQ) В, + 
IJÄ: I 
+ пСв„) |Гь(ОаЛ, 
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and finally 
\\{Fz) (x, y) - (Fz) (x, y)||„ й пН' I Г n{t) dt + п^НН'АХ 
+ У1 Г p[t) dt + У2 I P'{t) df + 73 
! Г b{t) àt 
I b{t) àt\ + To I KO df 
where 
y, = п'Н'{в, + QM„), 
li = n{N„ + пНЛВ, + S J , 
Уз = пН'{\ + Q + q) /lLi„ + п^Н'СЛХ{\ + ß) Л„ + 
+ тп^Н'С{е„ + QB,)(l + nQ) + 2п^Н'С{1 + ß)l(0„ + mQB,) + 
+ n^H'QX{P^ + mC(l + nQ) B, + пСв„), 
Уо = nC'{N„ + пНЛВ, + S„) + n^H'C^O, + Qßa) • 
Let US put 
(5) ц{х) = i?o «W + «1 P W + ^̂ 2 P'C )̂ + «3 b(x), X e /„„, 
where 
/?o > nH', «1, R2 > 0, R3 > п^НН'Л{\ + fc)"' . 
We shall take a so small that 
Уо < 1 - Rö^nH' , Уо < Г - RJ^n^HH'ЛX , Vi ^ (1 - Уо) i?i , 
У2 < (1 - Уо) Й2 , Узй (1 - Уо) «3 - п'НН'ЛХ . 
Then пН' + КоУо й Ro and 
+ п^НН'ЛХ b{t) dt \\{Fz) (x, y) - (Fz) (x, >')|i„ S пН' I Г n{t) dt 
Г{К^ p{t) + R2 p'{t)) dt\ + [(1 - Уо) Яз + п^НН'ЛХ] Г b(t) dt 
Уо |Г(/?о n:0 + Ri P{t) + R2 PV) + «3 bit)) dt\ й I [%W dt 
+ (1 - Уо) 
+ 
This concludes the proof. 
Lemma 3. / / Assumption H^ — H4 are satisfied then for any two elements z e Ky, 
z еКу corresponding to g — g\jz\, g = g\ß^ ^KQ, and any two elements y, y e J, 
the estimate 
(6) \\Fz - Fzl g a||y - y||„ + ß\\z - гЦ 
holds true, where 
a = 1 + In^HH' + n^H\P^ + mC(l + nQ) B^ + пСв^) , 
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ß = nC\N„ + пНЛВ, + S„) + nH'Li„(l + M) [1 + (l + ß + q) I L j + 
+ П^Н'Л[2НАЦ1 + M)+ CB,{1 + (1 + Ô) (1 + M) AL,)] + 
+ n^H'[Ce, + 2C(1 + (1 + Q)(l + M) AL,)(0„ + mßß„)/ + 
+ (P„ + wC(l + wß) ß„ + «Со„)(1 + ß(l + M) AL„). 
Proof. Let у, у be any two elements of J, z, z any two elements of K^ and TĈ , 
respectively, and let g, g be the corresponding elements in KQ. Then we can derive 
(Fz) {x, y) - (Fz) {x, y) = y{x, y) - y{x, y) + ffi + (T2 + (^з + <^4 , 
where 
Ikitl" = ll[^i(^' y) + ^2{X' y) + '^з!^. у)] [К^, у, Z(A;, У)) - a(x, y,z{x, y))]||„ ^ 
^ п С ' ( Я „ + п Я ^ В , + S „ ) | l z - z | | „ , 
hiln = |i[^i(^, y) - ^ i (^ , y)] «(л:, у, z(x, y))\„ й 
^ nH'L,X\ + M) [1 + (1 + ß + q) AL„] IIz - z||„ , 
||(Тз||„ = ||[^2(^, y) - Л2{х, у)] a'x, y,z{x, y))\\„ й 2п'НН'\\у - уЦ + 
+ п^Н'Л12НЩ1 + М) + Cß„(l + (1 + ß) (1 + M) XL,)] \\z - z||„, 
1̂ 4!!« = \\[^з{х, y) - 3j{x, y)] a{x, y, z{x, y))\\„ S 
й n^H'[CO, + 2C(1 + (1 + ß ) ( l + M)AL„)(0„ + mßß„) + 
+ (P„ + mC(l + nß) Б„ + пСв,) (1 + ß ( l + M) ;.L,)] ||z - z||„ + 
+ n^H'{P, + mC(l + nß) ß„ + nC0„) ||y - y| | , . 
Here Äj, j = 1, 2, 3, can be obtained from A, by replacing y, z and g with y, z and 3, 
respectively. Combining the previous estimates we have 
||(f z) {x, y) - (Fz) (x, y)||„ S «II? - уЦа + ß\\^ - l̂l« ' 
and finally 
\\FZ - Fz\l й ф - У\\а + ßb - Ща . 
Thus the proof of Lemma 3 is complete. 
5. The main result. Theorem. / / Assumptions H^ — H4 are satisfied then for a 
sufficiently small, 0 < a ^ «o, there is a vector function z: D^ ^ R", zeKy, 
which satisfies (1) a.e. in D^ and (2) everywhere in D^. Furthermore, z is unique 
in the class Ky and depends continuously on y. 
Proof. We have shown in Lemma 2 that the transformation F maps Ky into 
itself. We now prove that the map F: Ky -^ X^ is a contraction. We shall take a 
so small that ß ^ к < 1. Then we find from (6) that for 7 e J fixed and for every 
pair 2, zeKy, corresponding to g,g GKQ the following estimate holds: 
\\Fz - Fz\\^ й Щ^ - Ща, 
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where к < 1. Thus, the transformation F is a contraction mapping of K^ into itself; 
and there exists a unique fixed point z G K^, FZ = z, such that the following integral 
equations hold: 
gi^, ^, y) = y ~ {T^9i) (^, X, y) , {^, %̂ y)^^a^ i = l,...,n, 
z(x, y) = (Fz) (x, y), (x, y) e D^. 
We can show similarly as in [7] that the fixed point z = z[y] is the (unique in the 
class Ky) solution of the Cauchy problem (1), (2). 
Relation (6) now yields 
||z - zl = ||z[y] - z[y-]l ^ (1 - ß)'' afy - 7i„, 
that is, z = z[y~\ depends continuously on y e J. 
Thus the proof of Theorem is complete. 
6. Examples. We fist below a few examples of systems which can be derived 
from (1) by specializing the operator V. 
(i) As a particular case of (1), (2) we obtain the initial problem for the quasihnear 
hyperbolic system of partial diff"erential equations with a retarded argument (cf. [13]) 
E ^ij{^^ y^ ^(•^' y)) 
j = i 
-H + E Oiki^^ y^ K '̂ y)^ КФ\ H^^ y))) T^ 
ox k=i oyf^j 
= fi{^. y. K^. y\ z{(p{x), ф{х, у))) , (x, y)eD^, 
z(x, y) = y(x, y), (x, y) e D^ , 
where z{(p{x\ ф{х, у)) = {z{(p^{x), il/^{x, y)), ..., z{cplx), il/i{x, y))). 
Let us suppose that 
1° (pj'.Iao -^ ^5 J = 1? •••5 h are measurable, —т ^ ф/^) ^ ^? J = 1, •• , h a.e. 
in ho'^ 
2° il/j{%y):I^^ -> R"", 7 = 1, . . . , / , are measurable for every y e R"", and there 
are constants Vj > 0, such that for all y, y e R"" and a.e. x e I^^ we have 
\\Ф]{^. у) - ФА^, y)\U ^ Ы\У ~ y\\m ' ; = 1 , . . . , / . 
Then Assumption H^ is satisfied for 
(Vjz) (x, y) = z[cpj{x), il/j{x, y)), 7 = 1 , . . . , / , 
with qj = fj, ej = 0 and Mj = 1, j = 1, ..., /. 
(ii) Let 
(7) (F,2)(x,j;) = z(s, f) ^7(5, t, X, j;) d5 d^, 7 = 1 , . . . , / , 
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where Kj, j = 1, ..., /, are n x n matrix functions Kj = [i^}^], /, к = 1, ..., n, 
7 = 1 , . . . , / . Then problem (1), (2) reduces to the Cauchy problem for the system of 
partial integrodifferential equations 
Y Aij{x, y, z{x, y))\~^ + Y. Qik X,y, z{x,y) , z(s, t) K{s, t,x,y)dsdt)—^\ = 
J = i Idx k = i \ J^(^^^) JdyJ 
/ ГФ(х,у) \ 
= fi I X, y, z[x, y), z(s, t) K{s, t, X, y) dsdtU (x, y)e D^, 
\ Jv(x,y) J 
A^^ y) = lix, y) (x, y) 6 /)^ . 
Let us assume 
1° фу(-, j ) , i/̂ y(-, j^):4o -> K^^^, j = 1, ..., /, are measurable for every у e R"", 
— T ^ (pji{x, y) ^ X, — T ^ Фл{^^ у) — ^^ {^^ y) ^ f̂l? ^^^ there are constants 
Гу, Pj > 0, such that for all y, у e R*" and a.e. in /̂ ^ we have 
\\ф, у) - ф, y)l,, й ф - -у\\Т'' , 
\\фJ{x, у) - iPj{x, у)1,^, ^ rj\\y - уЦЦ-^^ , 7 = 1 , . . . , / ; 
3° there are constants dj > О, such that for every (x, y) e D^ we have 
m+l 
П \^jk{^^ y) - ^>jk{^. y)\ s dj, 7 = 1 , . . . , / ; 
k = l 
4° the matrix functions Kj(-, y) = [Kf{', y)]:I,^ x R"" x I^^-^ R""", i, к = 
= 1, . . . , « , 7 = 1, ..., /, are measurable for every у e R""; 
5° there are constants Cj > 0, such that for every (5, t, x, y) e I^^ x R"" x I^^ x R'" 
we have \\Kj{s, t, x, y)\\ S CjJ = 1, ..., I; 
6° there are constants Vj > 0, such that for all y, y G R"", (S, t, x) e I^^ x R"^ x I^^ 
we have 
\\Kj{s, t, X, y) - Kj{s, t, X, y)\\ è rj\\y - y\\^ , 7 = 1 , . . . , / . 
Then Assumption Н^ is satisfied for the operator Vj defined by (7) with qj = 0, 
ej = Q{cj{rJ''^ + rj-"^) + d/j) and Mj = djCj, 7 = 1, . . . , /, provided djCj < 1, 
(iii) Let {Vjz)(x, y) = f_̂  z(x, t)Kj{y - )̂ d^ 7 = 1, ..., /. Then system (1) is 
a system of integrodifferential equations, whose particular case (/ = 1, ^(x, y, z, u) = 
= Q{X, y, z) and fi(x, y, z, u) = /,(x, y, z) + u, / = 1, ..., n) was considered by 
P. Bassanini, M. C. Salvatori [4], under shghtly less restrictive assumptions. 
Now Assumption H^ is satisfied with qj = 0, ej = Q(rj + sup ||К(};)||) and 
M J = \\^^^Kj{t) dtl 7 = 1, . . . , /, if we assume , '̂̂  
1° the matrix functions Kj{-) = [Kf{-)]: R"^ -^ R"\ j = 1, ..., /, are measurable 
and bounded; 
2° there are constants r̂  > 0, such that for all y, y e R"" WQ have 
\\Kjiy)-Kj{y)\\èrj\\y-y\\^, 7 = 1 , . . . , / ; 
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3° \\^^-Kj{t)dt\\ < hj= 1,...,/. 
(iv) By A^ we denote the set of all elements ^ = (fio, fi^, ...,/^m), such that 
;i. = 0 or ßi = 1 for I = 0, 1, ••., m and 1 g |//j ::= ^^ + ... + ^^. it is easy to 
see that the number of elements of А,п is equal to 2̂ "+^ — 1. Let N = {i: ßi — 1). 
For (s, t) e D« we define //(s, t) = (ßo^, A^i^i,..., fimQ (we shall often write /i(s, t) 
instead of /1(5, ^)). Let 1 - /г = (1 - /IQ, 1 - /^1, ..., 1 - fi^) and (1 - /i) (5, t) = 
= ((1 - fio) s, (1 - Hi) ti, ..., (1 ~ / z j f j . Suppose that 
Id^-^dr,.^ ...df,.^ if oeN^, io,iu'..,heN^, / c = l , ..., m , 
and ср^^\ф'^\0,-^К^^\ where (̂ '̂'> = ((p .̂,̂ >,..., ĉ ;̂̂ )), ф^^^ = {ф[^^\ ..„ ф{^^^) and 
О ^ /о < h < ••• < ï'fc ^ m, fo, Ч, ..., i/,eAr^, /c = 1, . . . , m. 
We define the operator V^ in the following way: 
(8) (F,z) (x, j;) = z(/i(s, 0 + (1 - /̂ ) (x, >̂ )) /г ds dr . 
J cp(^^Hx,y) 
Here J/i ds dr is the [/xj-dimensional integral with respect to the variables s, t-,^, ,.., t^^ 
if oeN, /1, ..., i,, E N^, and it is the integral with respect to r̂ ,̂ ..., ti^ if 0 ê N^, 
Now we consider the Cauchy problem (1), (2) for the integrodiff'erential system 
with Vz = (К(1,...д)2, F(o,i,...,i)Z, F^i,o,i,...,i)^, .••, F(i,...,,,o)^, F(o,o,i,...,i)^, ••• 
""> F(i,...4,o,o)^? •••? ^i,o,-..,o)^)-
We introduce the following assumptions: 
Г (p^^\',y), il/^f'\-,y):i^^-^ R^ iieA^, are measurable, - т ^ cp^^^x, j ) ^ x, 
- T ^ ф[^\х, у) ^ X, a.e. in D^\ 
T there are constants rj.''^ r '̂̂  > 0, such that for all y.yeR"^ and a.e. in /« we 
have 
3° there is a constant (i^^\ 0 < d̂ ^̂  < 1, such that for every (x, y) e D„ we have 
The Assumption H^ is satisfied for the operator V^^ defined by (8) with q^^ = d^ \̂ 
e^ = 0[(f(^>)I^I + (r̂ ^>)Î l] and M^ = d^^^ (here 1 = 2"'-'' - 1). 
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